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This Retail Case Update is not a
legal opinion.

Readers should

not act on the basis of this

and will keep our readers apprised of any
developments. In the meantime, Harper
Grey has created a COVID-19 Resource
Hub to share multi-disciplinary information
and resources to help our clients navigate
the rapidly evolving business, legal and
operational challenges the pandemic
poses. It is available on our website here.

On March 2, 2021 the provincial
government confirmed that it is extending
the current suspension of civil jury trials in
the British Columbia Supreme Court by an
additional year. This decision forms part of
the government’s ongoing effort to keep
courts safe as a result of the pandemic.
Under the temporary suspension, civil jury
trials will resume on October 8, 2022, with
any trial taking place before this date to
be heard by a judge alone. Unless the
court orders otherwise, parties are currently
prohibited from adjourning their trial to a
later date to have the matter heard by a
jury. Parties can file jury notices for trials
that are scheduled for October 8, 2022, or
later, beginning on March 29, 2021.

We hope you found this update useful.
If you would like more details about
the issues covered, to provide general
comments, or to suggest topics or cases of
interest please email the author(s).

The Ministry of Attorney General announced
they will also consider whether there are
areas of civil litigation where permanent
elimination of civil jury trials may be
appropriate. We will be watching for this
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update without first consulting a
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lawyer for analysis and advice on
a specific matter.
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